
Chapter 1 

Aude Busine: Porphyry and the debate over traditional religious 
practices 

 

 
 This article will examine the references made by Porphyry to pagan rituals in the 

De Philosophia ex oraculis in order to understand better the author’s attitude towards 

traditional religious practices. 

 In his work originally entitled Περὶ τῆς ἐκ λογίων φιλοσοφίας, Porphyry gathered 

pagan oracles, most of which were ascribed to the god Apollo. Each oracle was 

followed by a philosophical commentary by the author. As is well-known, this work 

is of considerable importance for our knowledge of the neoplatonic views on pagan 

traditional religion. However, the interpretation of this enigmatic work remains 

puzzling, thus creating further difficulties for the analysis of Porphyry’s role in the 

debate over religious practices. Indeed, the work is not extant: it is only available to 

us in the form of quotations made by Christian apologists in their polemic writings 

against Porphyry and pagan religion in general.1 Consequently, there are still doubts 

surrounding its date, the attribution of certain fragments, and its general composition.2 

 Despite its fragmentary state, scholars have attempted to reconstruct Porphyry’s 

original work, but they agree neither as to whether the De Philosophia addressed a 

pagan or Christian audience, nor even about the general purpose of its author. 

Traditionally, modern scholars follow the conclusions of J. Bidez, who considered the 

De Philosophia as a work written by Porphyry before he stayed at Plotinus’ school, 

when he was young and still superstitious.3 However, the uncertainty of this early date 

has been pointed out.4 At the same time, some scholars have proposed to associate the 

De Philosophia with other Porphyrian treatises: J. J. O’Meara suggested to add to the 
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De Philosophia the fragments generally attributed to the De regressu animae5. More 

recently, P. F. Beatrice has proposed to attribute to the De Philosophia the fragments 

usually ascribed to the work Against the Christians, a hypothesis which was firmly 

rejected by R. Goulet.6 

 I shall not discuss here the key issues that arise from these statements. Yet, it 

should be noted that these modern controversies have overlooked the analysis of the 

remaining fragments.  

 The aim of this article is to delve into Porphyry’s attitude towards religious 

practices in the light of the fragments that are attributed with certainty to the De 

Philosophia ex oraculis. In addition, I shall also compare it with the fragments of the 

Letter to Anebo, as well as with Iamblichus’ answer in his De Mysteriis. Indeed, while 

assessing Porphyry’s views on religious practices, modern scholars have traditionally 

opposed the De Philosophia and the Letter to Anebo. They usually relied on the 

common interpretation of Porphyry’s intellectual development, which supposes an 

evolution from early superstition to later rationalism. On the contrary, A. Smith has 

shown that these two works do not express opposite attitudes towards pagan religious 

practices; and he claimed that the Letter to Anebo should no longer be considered as 

the attack of a rationalist mind on superstition and magics, but rather as a constructive 

enquiry about pagan rituals.7 

 It is now time to turn to the prologue of the De Philosophia ex oraculis in which 

Porphyry explained the aim of his work.8 In the first lines, the author claims that an 

accurate interpretation of traditional oracles could help a philosopher in the search for 

salvation.9 According to Porphyry, the teaching of the gods’ revelations could provide 

philosophers with a means to find an end to their questions.10 

 In this context, Porphyry announced that his commentaries on oracles aimed at 
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providing his reader, on the one hand, with some philosophical principles revealed by 

the gods and, on the other hand, with more practical accounts intended to help the 

person who looks at the contemplation and purification of life.11 It is not clear 

whether, as has usually been asserted by scholars, the treatise was practically 

organised according to this dichotomy between philosophical accounts and practical 

features of the teaching of the oracles. In view of the remaining evidence, I would 

prefer to consider that this distinction constitutes two features of Porphyry’s 

argumentation, and merely represents two different levels of interpretation. 

 At any rate, it is clear that, on many occasions, Porphyry sought to explain and 

justify the validity of religious practices. At that time, the justification of pagan rituals 

was at stake: indeed, pagan intellectuals increasingly tended to reject some traditional 

rituals, such as blood sacrifice.12 The denunciation of pagan rituals as nonsense was at 

the core of the Christian attacks against paganism. 

 In the De Philosophia ex oraculis, Porphyry’s main argument consists in 

justifying religious practices thanks to the assertion that everything concerning the 

divine world, and hence also ritual performances, was imposed upon men by the gods 

themselves. In this regard, the author claims that: 

Not only have they (= the gods) themselves informed us of their mode 

of life, and the other things which I have mentioned, but they also 

suggested by what sort of things they are pleased and prevailed upon, 

and moreover by what they are compelled, and what one ought to 

sacrifice, and what day to avoid, and what sort of figure should be 

given to their statues, and in what shapes they themselves appear, and 

in what kind of places they abide; and all the things whereby men thus 

honour them there is not one which they were not taught by (the gods) 
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themselves. As the proofs which confirm this are many, we will bring 

forward a few out of number, not to leave our statement without 

witness (Transl. Gifford).13 

 In all likelihood, Porphyry referred here to the well-known account of Plato’s 

Republic (IV 427b) where it is claimed that the Delphic Apollo has enacted the best 

laws ‘having to do with the establishing of temples, sacrifices, and other forms of 

service to gods, daemons, and heroes, the burial of the dead, and the services that 

ensure their favour’.14 

 In this respect, Porphyry seized the opportunity to use oracular texts as witnesses 

of divine expression on cultic practices. The remaining fragments of the De 

Philosophia let appear four main themes related to religious practices: 1) the 

traditional blood sacrifice; 2) magical rituals; 3) the ways in which the god passes on 

his inspiration to his medium and 4) the inaccuracy of the divine predictions. 

 This article will focus on the manner in which Porphyry commented on the divine 

words in order to justify the first two features of the debate about religious practices, 

that is to say, sacrifices and magic. 

 First, Porphyry used Apollinian oracles in order to justify traditional blood 

sacrifices. In that context, Porphyry quotes a long verse oracle of Apollo. In this 

prophecy, the god gave precise information on the different victims to be sacrificed. 

According to him, the victims must differ, depending on the type of deities concerned, 

whether terrestrial, infernal or celestial.15 This is the kind of material typically used by 

Christian authors (here Eusebius) to emphasize the nonsense and barbarism of pagan 

religious practices. Modern scholars also referred to this kind of oracles in order to 

emphasize both Porphyry’s superstition and his lack of criticism and rationality. 

However, as is shown by the remaining fragments, the commentaries made by 
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Porphyry in the De Philosophia differ from the contents of the oracles, and, therefore, 

we should not identify Porphyry’s intentions merely with the contents of the texts he 

commented on. 

 In this particular example, Porphyry gives notice that he used this oracle in a part 

of the work intended to the worship (θεραπεία). It is employed in order to establish 

the rank (τάξις) of the different divine entities.16 

 In the following commentary, which is the longest piece of the De Philosophia we 

have properly preserved, Porphyry did his best to show the logics of the classification 

exposed in the oracle. His first explanation is that the sacrifices are meant to be 

sumbola (σύµβολα), which are only clear to clever men.17 In the view of Porphyry, 

oracular revelations thus contain symbolic meanings that are to be understood and 

interpreted by sensible men. 

 The second explanation refers to the principle according to which ‘like is 

delighted about like’ (τῷ ... ὁµοίῳ χαίρει τὸ ὅµοιον). As it has been recently 

reminded, this rule of ‘like to like’ goes back very far in Greek thought.18 However, in 

the context of theurgic practice, it refers to the identification of certain natural 

substances with definite parts of levels of the cosmos and the spiritual entities 

inhabiting them.19 Porphyry uses this rule in order to explain that one must sacrifice 

animals living in the same element as that of the deities for which the animal is 

intended. 

 The same kind of classification is found in the Letter to Anebo, where Porphyry 

claims that the divine entities are to be classified according to the different kinds of 

bodies (aetherial, aerial or earthly).20 

 In the De Mysteriis, Iamblichus refutes this point because, according to him, one 

cannot confine the gods to certain parts of the cosmos places, because it does not 
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properly reflect the totality of their essence.21 In V 20, where he discusses sacrifices, 

Iamblichus also admits that ‘the rule of cult, obviously, assigns like to like’22, but in a 

different context (the criteria used by Iamblichus to connect the gods to the victims 

are not material; they rather follow the rule of empathy). 

 All this goes to show that Porphyry’s account on sacrifices in the De Philosophia 

ex oraculis is in line with the debate over the validity of the kinds of victims to be 

sacrificed, which is exposed in the Letter to Anebo and in Iamblichus’s De Mysteriis.  

 The second theme dealt with in this article is that of magic. Indeed, Porphyry 

found in oracles a justification for magical rituals and constraint exerted on gods. Just 

before quoting six oracles of the goddess Hekate23, Porphyry refers to a certain 

Pythagoras of Rhodes according to whom ‘the gods who are invoked over the 

sacrifices have no pleasure therein, but come because they are dragged by a certain 

necessity of following, and some of them more, and some less’.24 

 Porphyry admits the truth of Pythagoras’ statement, but only because it was 

confirmed by the oracles (ἐκ τῶν λογίων): ‘For as Pythagoras had made these 

statements, I learned how true his words are by close observation of the oracles’. 

Later on, Porphyry notes that ‘For all the gods say that they have come by 

compulsion, yet not simply so, but as it were, if I may so speak, by compulsion under 

the guise of persuasion’.25 In this passage, Porphyry created a new word, πειθανάγκη, 

in order to explain that which happens when the gods accept to be invoked. This term 

combines the pejorative notion of constraint (ἀνάγκη), with that of persuasion 

(πείθω), whose importance is well-known in Platonism and will be developed by 

Iamblichus. 

 In the following passage, Porphyry quotes an oracle in which Apollo himself 

advises to someone to perform magical rituals (τὰ µαγεία) in order to purify his soul 
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and to be able to receive the god. Porphyry comments on the sacred prescription by 

asserting that ‘hereby it is clearly shown that the use of magic in loosing the bonds of 

fate was a gift from the gods, in order to advert it by any means’.26 Regarding two 

other oracles about the constraint exerted on the gods during the divination act, 

Porphyry adds that ‘they give out answers for their own compulsion, as will be shown 

by Apollo’s answer about his own compulsion’.27 

 We know that Porphyry would probably have condemned such magical practices. 

However, by describing magic as a gift from the gods and by showing that the gods 

themselves accepted to be constrained, Porphyry seems to answer the severe attack 

formulated by pagan philosophers and Christian apologetists against such practices. 

 Unfortunately, Eusebius’s scattered quotations do not allow for a proper 

understanding of Porphyry’s opinion about magic and constraint. Nevertheless, we 

can connect these comments to the passages of the Letter to Anebo where Porphyry 

has also questioned the manners in which men could address the gods.28 Conversely, 

Iamblichus firmly refuted the fact that gods could be compelled by humans. He 

claimed that theurgy differs from magic especially because it does not exert constraint 

on gods.29  

 In conclusion, we have seen that Porphyry used pagan oracles in order to justify 

some traditional religious practices, like sacrifices and magic. The first conclusion we 

can come to is that the philosopher’s explanation was that cultic matters depended on 

a divine rule, and that oracles of the gods were the expression of this rule. In this 

regard, the commentaries of Porphyry aimed at explaining the logics of this rule, 

which was sometimes hidden to men by the symbolic character of the oracular 

language. 

 The overwhelming impression conveyed by the evidence is that the accounts 
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about rituals were at the centre of the debate over religious practices, as expressed in 

the Letter to Anebo and in the De Mysteriis. Nevertheless, the fragmentary state of the 

De Philosophia does not allow us to have a complete view of Porphyry’s attitude 

toward religious practices. In providing new views on traditional rituals, Porphyry 

likely wished to build a general interpretation of religious practices that would be able 

to resist the severe attack against traditional rituals formulated by other contemporary 

Neoplatonists and by Christian polemicists. 

 One may still wonder why Porphyry decided to gather such a collection of 

oracles, whose philosophical interpretation posed so many problems. Yet, the new 

status ascribed to the traditional oracles, called ‘logia’ by Porphyry, may have 

constituted a means to answer the Christian claims that truth and wisdom had to be 

found in the logia of the Bible30. In that context, Porphyry has conversely tried to 

show that Pagans too had their own sacred texts in which men could find truth about 

philosophic principles and practical aspects of religion. 
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17 Porphyry F 315 (Smith) = Eusebius, Prep. Ev.  IV 9, 6: ἆρ' οὖν δεήσει ἐξηγήσασθαι 

τῶν θυσιῶν τὰ σύµβολα τῷ εὐσυνέτῳ δῆλα; 

18 E. C. Clarke, J. M. Dillon, J. P. Hershbell (2004) p. 261. See Plato, Lys. 214a-b for a 
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